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FliL 

FliC or FljB
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promoter sequences.
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A mutant that works in the 
presence of an antagonist 
protein, whereas the wild-type 
protein is normally inhibited.

the integral membrane components FliF, FlhA, FlhB, 
FliP, FliQ and FliR. The assembly of the first FliF 
ring structure (MS ring) is the base into which the rest 
of the membrane-localized machine localizes, whereas 
the other membrane components constitute the basic 
secretion apparatus. Homologues of the cytoplasmic 
component FliN and the ATPase complex compo-
nents FliH, FliI and FliJ are probably involved in the 
localization of secretion substrates. Because the FliN 
homologues assemble onto the FliF ring before the 
integral-membrane components are assembled, it is 
likely that this cytoplasmic-facing component, which 
is found in all T3S machines, is necessary for the 
localization of the integral-membrane components. 
Thus far, only the stoichiometry of FliF and FliN are 
known. The number of integral membrane compo-
nents within a given T3S apparatus and how they are 
assembled into a functional secretion machine remain 
to be determined.

Secretion substrate-specificity switch 
When the hook reaches 55 nm in length, the substrate 
specificity switches from rod or hook substrates to fila-
ment substrates, which means that proteins that form 
the rod and the hook are exported before proteins that 
form the filament. This switch in export specificity 
results in the export of FlgM, which inhibits transcrip-
tion of late genes by sequestering 28, a flagellar-specific 
sigma factor. After the export of FlgM, the production 
of filament substrates can begin.

The three main proteins that have an active role 
in the substrate-specificity switch are FlhB, FliK and 
Flk (also known as RflH or Fluke, to avoid confusion 
with FliK). FlhB is an integral member of the export 
apparatus and undergoes autocleavage into two sub-
domains as part of the specificity switch. FliK func-
tions as a molecular ruler that measures hook-length 
completion, and must interact with FlhB to switch 
export specificity to late secretion substrates. Fluke 
functions as a second lock on the switching processes 
to prevent premature substrate-specificity switching 
before rod or hook completion39,40. As two comprehen-
sive reviews41,42 of the roles of FliK and FlhB in flipping 
the T3S substrate-specificity switch have recently been 
published, the role of these proteins will not be further 
discussed here.

Polyhooks (uncontrolled hook growth) were first 
observed in fliK loss-of-function mutants43. These 
mutants fail to switch from rod or hook substrate secre-
tion to late or filament secretion. Motile revertants of 
fliK null alleles were located in the flhB locus, which 
indicates that FliK acts on FlhB to catalyse the secre-
tion substrate-specificity switch44,45. However, these 
FliK-bypass mutants in flhB have lost normal hook-
length control, which indicates that FlhB is a primary 
candidate for the switch, whereas FliK couples the FlhB 
switch to hook-length control. But how does FliK access 
FlhB after completion of the hook? The current models 
that are under investigation are discussed below.

The ruler model. FliK is a monomer in solution, has 
an elongated structure46 and is also secreted as a rod 
or hook-type substrate47. The N terminus of FliK, in 
common with all T3S substrates, encodes the primary 
T3S signal. Suppressor analysis suggests that the car-
boxyl (C) terminus of FliK interacts with FlhB to flip 
the secretion specificity switch46,48. The basic tenet of 
the ruler model is that FliK is secreted during hook 
elongation, thereby making temporal assessments of 
hook length. A pause in FliK secretion is proposed 
to occur through an interaction of the FliK N termi-
nus with the assembled hook and hook cap12. If the 
C terminus of FliK is near to the FlhB protein in the 
flagellar T3S apparatus, the switch is flipped to late 
secretion mode. Presumably, the C terminus of paused 
FliK is only near to FlhB when the hook has reached 
its complete length of 55 nm.

The ruler model resulted from the work of Guy 
Cornelis and colleagues49,50 on the Yersinia enterocolitica  
type III needle-length control system. Insertions and 
deletions in the Y. enterocolitica FliK homologue of 

Figure 2 | Flagellar components of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium. 
Shows the structure of the bacterial flagellum as it resides within the cell wall and 
membranes (BOX 1). Soluble cytoplasmic components include the FliH–FliI–FliJ 
ATPase complex, which is thought to deliver a number of the secreted substrates 
and help determine the order of substrate secretion. The filament protein consists 
of either FliC or FljB, which are alternately transcribed. The rod cap (FlgJ) and the 
hook cap (FlgD) are transiently associated with the flagellum during rod and hook 
polymerization, respectively. FliK is secreted during rod–hook polymerization as a 
molecular ruler that couples rod–hook length to the flagellar secretion specificity 
switch at FlhB.
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Questions
1. What is the structure of the motor?

2. How is the motor assembled?

3. What is power source?

4. How does it generate torque?

5. How do we think about torque-speed 
curves and “duty ratios”?



What is the structure of the motor?
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Chaperone
A type III secretion chaperone 
binds a secretion substrate to 
prevent its degradation before 
secretion and pilots the 
substrate to the secretion 
apparatus to facilitate export.

through the peptidoglycan layer to the outer mem-
brane; and a bushing complex that assembles around 
the distal rod to form a pore in the outer membrane. 
The propeller is a long, helical filament that is com-
posed of up to 20,000 subunits of a single protein that 
is capped by a scaffold, which permits the folding and 
polymerization of secreted filament subunits as they 
reach the tip of the structure following secretion16. The 
universal joint, known as the hook, permits articula-
tion between one angular direction of rotation for the 
rod and a different angular rotation for the filament17. 
Most of the flagellar subunits are assembled external to 
the cell, and therefore have to be exported. This export 
uses a secretion mechanism that is part of a family of 
type III secretion systems (T3SSs) that are also used 
to secrete virulence factors by Gram-negative plant 
and animal pathogens18,19. T3SSs are characterized by 
key features that include: amino (N)-terminal peptide 
secretion signals that are often structurally disordered20; 
substrate-associated secretion chaperones that stabilize 
or target their cognate secretion substrates15; and ATP 
hydrolysis that is coupled to the delivery of a substrate 
for PMF-dependent secretion from the cell21–23. The 
flagellar- and virulence-associated T3SSs have analo-
gous structures, with many proteins that are similar in 
sequence or function18,24,25. The main components of 
the flagellum are described in BOX 1.

Flagellar export apparatus
Many of the subunits of the bacterial flagellum are 
external to the cell, and therefore must be exported. By 
defining external structure as any structure that is outside  

of the cytoplasmic membrane, 14 proteins can be 
counted that are required for the structure and assem-
bly of the external portions of the bacterial flagellum 
(FIG. 2). The external proteins are: proximal rod (FliE, 
FlgB, FlgC and FlgF), distal rod (FlgG) and rod cap (FlgJ), 
hook (FlgE), hook cap (FlgD) and hook-length control 
(FliK), hook-filament junction proteins (FlgK and FlgL), 
filament (FliC or FljB) and filament cap (FliD), and the 
regulatory protein (FlgM). All of these proteins cross 
the cytoplasmic membrane, and all, except for those 
that form the P and L rings, which are secreted though 
the Sec pathway, use the flagellar-specific T3SS. The 
T3SS is a narrow channel with a diameter of approxi-
mately 2.5 nm9, which means that the translocated 
proteins are most likely to be exported in an unfolded 
or partially folded state. Both virulence-associated and 
flagellar type III secretion (T3S) were initially character-
ized by the lack of substrate signal-peptide cleavage, and 
in both systems it was simultaneously proposed that the 
N-terminal secretion signal was structural in nature26,27. 
Secretion requires at least 11 components, of which 7 are 
membrane proteins (FlhA, FlhB, FliF, FliO, FliP, FliQ and FliR) 
and are thought to be located within the flagellar basal 
body28,29. Three other proteins are soluble components 
that form the ATPase complex: the ATPase that drives 
export (FliI), a negative regulator of the ATPase (FliH) 
and a general flagellar-secretion chaperone (FliJ)29.

The FlhA, FlhB, FliF and FliPQR proteins are 
conserved in all T3SSs. It was thought that the FliHIJ 
ATPase complex shuttled secretion substrates to the 
integral-membrane gate complex in the MS ring for 
ATP-dependent secretion. However, we now know 
that the FliHIJ complex and its associated ATPase 
activity are not essential for export, but serve to make 
the secretion process more efficient. Secretion is com-
pletely dependent on the PMF. The integral-membrane 
secretion complex is now known to use proton influx 
to derive the secretion of flagellar substrates22,23. ATP 
hydrolysis in virulence T3S is known to unfold secre-
tion substrates21. This could indicate that the primary 
role of the FliHIJ ATPase complex is to shuttle sub-
strates to the integral-membrane secretion system 
and present them as unfolded substrates for efficient 
PMF-dependent secretion. Thus, the PMF is required 
for both flagellar secretion and rotation, whereas ATP 
hydrolysis might be limited to substrate delivery, which 
would increase the efficiency of assembly. Finally, it was 
recently shown that FliH and FliJ act independently 
of the FliI ATPase to inhibit and enhance secretion, 
respectively, which suggests that previous assump-
tions of the role of the FliHIJ complex in secretion are 
incomplete23.

Recent investigations have suggested roles for the 
ATPase and secretion chaperones in sorting secretion 
substrates to promote an increased efficiency in the 
assembly process30,31. A problem of secretion-substrate 
selection arises from the fact that a given cell has mul-
tiple flagella at different stages of the assembly proc-
ess. Therefore, flagellin subunits need to be directed 
to structures that are growing filaments, whereas 
hook subunits need to be directed to structures that 

Figure 1 | Electron micrograph images illustrating the different types of flagellar 
arrangement in bacteria. A single flagellum can be present at one end of the cell 
(monotrichous); for example, in Vibrio cholerae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Idiomarina 
loihiensis (a) and Caulobacter crescentus (b). Many bacteria have numerous flagella and, if 
these are co-located on the surface of the cell to form a tuft, the bacterium is 
lophotrichous; for example, Vibrio fischeri (c) and Spirillum spp. Peritrichous flagella are 
distributed all over the cell; for example Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica serovar 
Typhimurium (d). For spirochaetes, such as species of Borrelia (e), Treponema and 
Leptospira, a specialized set of flagella are located in the periplasmic space, the rotation 
of which causes the entire bacterium to move forward in a corkscrew-like motion. Images 
kindly provided by S.-I. Aizawa, Prefectural University of Hiroshima, Japan.
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How is torque transmitted from stator to rotor?
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the integral membrane components FliF, FlhA, FlhB, 
FliP, FliQ and FliR. The assembly of the first FliF 
ring structure (MS ring) is the base into which the rest 
of the membrane-localized machine localizes, whereas 
the other membrane components constitute the basic 
secretion apparatus. Homologues of the cytoplasmic 
component FliN and the ATPase complex compo-
nents FliH, FliI and FliJ are probably involved in the 
localization of secretion substrates. Because the FliN 
homologues assemble onto the FliF ring before the 
integral-membrane components are assembled, it is 
likely that this cytoplasmic-facing component, which 
is found in all T3S machines, is necessary for the 
localization of the integral-membrane components. 
Thus far, only the stoichiometry of FliF and FliN are 
known. The number of integral membrane compo-
nents within a given T3S apparatus and how they are 
assembled into a functional secretion machine remain 
to be determined.

Secretion substrate-specificity switch 
When the hook reaches 55 nm in length, the substrate 
specificity switches from rod or hook substrates to fila-
ment substrates, which means that proteins that form 
the rod and the hook are exported before proteins that 
form the filament. This switch in export specificity 
results in the export of FlgM, which inhibits transcrip-
tion of late genes by sequestering 28, a flagellar-specific 
sigma factor. After the export of FlgM, the production 
of filament substrates can begin.

The three main proteins that have an active role 
in the substrate-specificity switch are FlhB, FliK and 
Flk (also known as RflH or Fluke, to avoid confusion 
with FliK). FlhB is an integral member of the export 
apparatus and undergoes autocleavage into two sub-
domains as part of the specificity switch. FliK func-
tions as a molecular ruler that measures hook-length 
completion, and must interact with FlhB to switch 
export specificity to late secretion substrates. Fluke 
functions as a second lock on the switching processes 
to prevent premature substrate-specificity switching 
before rod or hook completion39,40. As two comprehen-
sive reviews41,42 of the roles of FliK and FlhB in flipping 
the T3S substrate-specificity switch have recently been 
published, the role of these proteins will not be further 
discussed here.

Polyhooks (uncontrolled hook growth) were first 
observed in fliK loss-of-function mutants43. These 
mutants fail to switch from rod or hook substrate secre-
tion to late or filament secretion. Motile revertants of 
fliK null alleles were located in the flhB locus, which 
indicates that FliK acts on FlhB to catalyse the secre-
tion substrate-specificity switch44,45. However, these 
FliK-bypass mutants in flhB have lost normal hook-
length control, which indicates that FlhB is a primary 
candidate for the switch, whereas FliK couples the FlhB 
switch to hook-length control. But how does FliK access 
FlhB after completion of the hook? The current models 
that are under investigation are discussed below.

The ruler model. FliK is a monomer in solution, has 
an elongated structure46 and is also secreted as a rod 
or hook-type substrate47. The N terminus of FliK, in 
common with all T3S substrates, encodes the primary 
T3S signal. Suppressor analysis suggests that the car-
boxyl (C) terminus of FliK interacts with FlhB to flip 
the secretion specificity switch46,48. The basic tenet of 
the ruler model is that FliK is secreted during hook 
elongation, thereby making temporal assessments of 
hook length. A pause in FliK secretion is proposed 
to occur through an interaction of the FliK N termi-
nus with the assembled hook and hook cap12. If the 
C terminus of FliK is near to the FlhB protein in the 
flagellar T3S apparatus, the switch is flipped to late 
secretion mode. Presumably, the C terminus of paused 
FliK is only near to FlhB when the hook has reached 
its complete length of 55 nm.

The ruler model resulted from the work of Guy 
Cornelis and colleagues49,50 on the Yersinia enterocolitica  
type III needle-length control system. Insertions and 
deletions in the Y. enterocolitica FliK homologue of 

Figure 2 | Flagellar components of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium. 
Shows the structure of the bacterial flagellum as it resides within the cell wall and 
membranes (BOX 1). Soluble cytoplasmic components include the FliH–FliI–FliJ 
ATPase complex, which is thought to deliver a number of the secreted substrates 
and help determine the order of substrate secretion. The filament protein consists 
of either FliC or FljB, which are alternately transcribed. The rod cap (FlgJ) and the 
hook cap (FlgD) are transiently associated with the flagellum during rod and hook 
polymerization, respectively. FliK is secreted during rod–hook polymerization as a 
molecular ruler that couples rod–hook length to the flagellar secretion specificity 
switch at FlhB.
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segment near its N terminus, but most of the molecule is in the periplasmic space
(57, 58). There is a peptidoglycan-binding domain near its C terminus (59)
(although such binding has not been shown directly). MotB is thought to anchor
MotA to the rigid framework of the cell wall. Elements of the stator must be
anchored to this framework somewhere, or torque cannot be delivered to the
flagellar filament (24). Evidently, MotA and MotB form a complex that acts as
a torque-generating unit. The stoichiometry of each unit is not known for certain,
but it is likely to be four MotA and two MotB. This arrangement is suggested
from reconstitution of the Vibrio homologs, PomA and PomB (60). MotA and
MotB can be co-isolated by an affinity tag on MotB, and thus these proteins bind
to each other (40). Targeted disulfide cross-linking of the transmembrane
segment of MotB indicates a symmetric arrangement of parallel !-helices (61),
suggesting that each torque-generating unit contains at least two copies of MotB.
Earlier, tryptophan-scanning mutagenesis had suggested a model in which the
transmembrane segment of one MotB is bundled slantwise with the four trans-
membrane segments of one MotA to constitute a proton channel (62, 63). It
appears likely, now, that there are two proton channels per complex, each
comprising eight transmembrane segments from two copies of MotA and one
transmembrane segment from one copy of MotB (61).
Studies of extragenic suppression of dominant missense mutations of motA

(64) and motB (65, 66) suggest that MotA and MotB interact with FliG (a
component at the cytoplasmic face of the MS-ring; see Figure 1) as well as with
each other. Mutations near the putative peptidoglycan-binding region of MotB
appear to misalign the stator and the rotor (66). Comparison of residues
conserved in different bacterial species and site-directed mutagenesis have
identified charged groups in the cytoplasmic domain of MotA that interact with
other charged groups (primarily of opposite sign) in the C-terminal domain of
FliG (67–69). Similar studies have implicated a particular aspartate residue of
MotB (Asp32), located at the cytoplasmic end of the membrane channel, as a
proton acceptor (70). Two proline residues in MotA (Pro173 and Pro222), also
located at the cytoplasmic end of this channel, have been shown to be important
for function (67, 71). Mutations in either Asp32 or Pro173 in membrane-bound
complexes of MotA and MotB alter the susceptibility of MotA to proteolysis,
providing additional evidence for changes in its conformation (72). Thus, it
appears that torque is generated as protonation and deprotonation of Asp32 of
MotB modulates the conformation of MotA, changing the interaction of a
specific charged region in the cytoplasmic domain of MotA with a complemen-
tary charged region in the C-terminal domain of FliG. To see how this might
happen, we need crystal structures of MotA, MotB, and FliG. Crystal structures
of the C-terminal and middle domains of FliG have been obtained from the
hyperthermophylic eubacterium, Thermotoga maritima (73, 74). These structures
suggest that the charged groups implicated by site-directed mutagenesis might,
indeed, be arrayed on the periphery of the rotor. To understand torque generation,
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truncated filament is approximately the same as that of a normal flagellar filament – smaller

beads allow measurement of motor rotation at lower loads and higher speeds than those in a

swimming cell.

The overall structure of the flagellar motor has been determined by electron microscopy (EM),

in particular single-particle image reconstruction by cryo-EM, for which the flagellar rotor has

been a canonical test bed. This has been complemented by genetic and biochemical studies that

have determined the location in the motor, domain structure and where relevant membrane

topology of the constituent proteins, as well as regions critical for function and protein–protein

interactions. Like any rotary motor, the bacterial flagellar motor consists of a rotor and a stator.

The rotor spins relative to the cell and is attached to the helical filament by a universal joint called

the hook, whereas the stator is anchored to the cell wall. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of

the bacterial flagellum of gram-negative bacteria, based on an EM reconstruction of the rotor

from S. typhimurium (Francis et al. 1994 ; Thomas et al. 1999, 2006). The core of the motor is called

the ‘basal body ’ and consists of a set of rings up to y45 nm in diameter that spans three layers

of the cell envelope (DePamphilis & Adler, 1971a–c). The L and P rings are thought to be

embedded in the outer lipopolysaccharide membrane and peptidoglycan cell wall, respectively,

and to work as a bushing between the rotor and the outer parts of the cell envelope. Whether

they rotate relative to the cell envelope, the rod, or both is not known. The rod connects the

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

45 nm

MotB 2 x 11 (or more)
MotA 4 x 11 (or more)

FliG 23–26
FliM 32–36
FliN 4 x (32–36)

L ring
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Fig. 1. Left : Schematic side view of a H+-driven flagellar motor, with the proposed location and copy
number of proteins involved in torque generation. MotA and MotB are thought to form stator complexes
with stoichiometry A4B2, and FliN forms a tetramer that has 1 :1 stoichiometry with FliM. The motor spans
the three layers of the of cell envelope : outer membrane (OM), peptidoglycan cell wall (PG) and cyto-
plasmic membrane (CM). Right : Detail of proposed location and orientation of rotor proteins. X-ray crystal
structures of truncated rotor proteins, FliG (cyan, PDB ID=1LKV), FliM (magenta, PDB ID=2HP7) and
FliN (blue, PDB ID=1YAB), are shown docked into the rotor structure. N- and C-termini and missing
amino acids are indicated. Molecular graphics generated using PyMol (http://www.pymol.org).
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FliN) can be recovered in the cytoplasm (45, 46). And nonmotile mutations of
fliM and fliN, but not fliG, can be cured by overexpression (47). So attachment of
the C-ring appears to be labile, as suggested by the region of low density between
this structure and the rest of the basal body evident in the image reconstruction
of Figure 1. Although it is conceivable that these structures rotate relative to one
another (48), most workers assume that they rotate as a unit, i.e., that the rotor
comprises both the MS- and C-rings.
The stator is thought to comprise the MotA and MotB proteins, which are

membrane embedded and do not fractionate with the rest of the hook–basal
body complex (49). However, they can be visualized as circular arrays of
membrane particles (“studs”) in freeze-fracture preparations of the inner
membrane. Studs were seen first at the poles of Aquaspirillum serpens in sets
of 14–16 (50), later in Streptococcus in similar numbers and in E. coli in sets
of 10–12 (51), and finally in Salmonella and different species of Bacillus in
sets of about 12 (52, 53).

Figure 2 The surface lattice of L- and R-type straight flagellar filaments. The
spacing between flagellin subunits along an 11-start helix (a protofilament) of the
R-type is 0.07 nm less than between corresponding subunits of the L-type. L and R
refer to the handedness of the filament twist. The SJW numbers designate particular
bacterial strains. The distances are measured at a radius of 4.5 nm and are shown
magnified in the middle of the drawing. (From Reference 19, Figure 19.)
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Hook filaments are flexible

• Two different global packings 

• Energy minimization: short w short/ 
and long with long 

• Hook flexibility comes from switching 
between these configurations

rotate together in a bundle in peritrichiously flagellated species. Atomic structures of straight

mutants of hook and filament have been obtained by EM image reconstruction and X-ray

crystallography, revealing connections within and between protofilaments that are consistent

with the model of helical filament structure (Fig. 2b, c ; Mimori et al. 1995 ; Samatey et al. 2001,

(a) (b)

(c)

Hook Filament

Fig. 2. Structures of hook and filament. (a) Stroboscopic images of a fluorescently labelled swimming E. coli
cell. The numbers are frame numbers, 1 frame=1/60 s. Between frames 7 and 13, a single filament leaves
the bundle and undergoes polymorphic transitions that cause a change in swimming direction known as a
‘ tumble ’. Structures of (b) filament and (c) hook revealed by X-ray crystallography and EM. Scale
bar=10 nm. Reprinted from (a) Turner et al. (2000), (b) Mimori et al. (1995) and Yonekura et al. (2003) and
(c) Samatey et al. (2004).
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Filaments switch configurations

Both MotA and MotB span the cytoplasmic membrane. MotA has four
membrane-spanning !-helical segments (54–56). The rest of the molecule (about
two-thirds) is in the cytoplasm. MotB has one membrane-spanning !-helical

Figure 3 An E. coli cell with one flagellar filament, visualized by fluorescence
microscopy. The recording was made at 60 Hz, but only every other field is shown.
The numbers are in units of 1/60 s. When the motor switched from CCW to CW after
field 2, the filament changed its shape from normal to semicoiled, 10, and then to
curly 1, e.g., 20. When the motor switched back to CCW after field 26, the filament
relaxed back to normal, 30. Initially, the cell swam toward 7 o’clock. After the
normal to semicoiled transformation, it swam toward 5 o’clock. Flagellar filaments
can also be visualized by dark-field or interference-contrast microscopy (259, 260),
but fluorescence has the advantage that one can see the filaments all the way to the
surface of the cell with reasonable depth of field. (From Reference 3, Figure 6.)
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How is motor and flagella assembled?
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at 25 nm would allow time for the P ring to form around 
a completed rod structure. In turn, a P ring that is 
formed on a two-layer stack of FlgG is the substrate for 
formation of the L ring, which results in an outer-mem-
brane pore at the tip of the rod. This is probably the 
signal for the initiation of hook polymerization outside 
of the cell, although this remains to be determined.

Flagellar gene hierarchy
The flagellar regulon of S. typhimurium includes more 
than 60 genes69. The transcripts of the flagellar regulon 
of S. typhimurium are organized into a transcriptional 
hierarchy that is based on three promoter classes that 
are temporally regulated in response to assembly70,71 
(FIG. 3). This system is well conserved among Gram-
negative enteric bacteria with peritrichous flagella, but 
other bacteria use different modes to coordinate flagellar 
gene regulation with assembly. For example, the flagel-
lar regulon in Caulobacter spp. is intimately coupled 
to the cell cycle and translation plays an important 
part in regulation72, whereas Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
and Helicobacter pylori use a four-tiered regulatory 
hierarchy73,74.

In S. typhimurium, the flagellar master operon flhDC 
is at the top of this hierarchy and controls the fundamen-
tal decision of whether to produce flagella. The flhDC 
operon is expressed from a class I promoter. The FlhD 
and FlhC proteins form a heteromultimeric complex 
(FlhD4C2) that functions as a transcriptional activator 

to promote 70-dependent transcription from the class II 
flagellar promoters75. The class II promoters direct tran-
scription of the genes that are needed for the structure 
and assembly of the flagellar motor structure, which is 
also known as the HBB. Upon HBB completion, class III  
promoters are transcribed by 28 RNA polymerase71, 
which is specific for flagellar class III promoters76. Prior 
to HBB completion, 28 RNA polymerase is inhibited by 
the anti- 28 factor FlgM. Upon HBB completion, FlgM 
is secreted from the cell, presumably through the com-
pleted HBB structure, and 28-dependent transcription 
ensues. In this way, genes such as the flagellin filament 
genes, the products of which are needed after HBB for-
mation, are only transcribed when there is a functional 
motor onto which they can be assembled.

Transcription and anti-transcription factors
The FlgM anti- 28 factor is secreted in response to com-
pletion of the HBB71. Research over the past few years 
has focused on the purpose of the 28–FlgM regulatory 
mechanism. The flgM gene is expressed from both class II 
and class III promoters. Class-II-expressed FlgM is an 
internal checkpoint in the regulation of flagellar gene 
expression. It was shown that during initiation of flagel-
lar biosynthesis, class-II-expressed FlgM (which repre-
sents 20% of total FlgM) is produced in the cytoplasm, 
binds to 28 (FliA) and prevents the association of 28 
with RNA polymerase, thereby inhibiting flagellin gene 
transcription77–79. However, once the HBB structure is 

Figure 3 | Coupling of flagellar gene regulation to flagellum assembly. The flhDC operon, or flagellar master operon, 
is under the control of numerous global regulatory signals that lead to the expression or inhibition of flagellar gene 
expression. Induction of the class I flhDC operon (class I on) produces FlhD and FlhC, which form a heteromultimeric 
complex, FlhD4C2, that acts to direct 70-dependent transcription from class II flagellar promoters and auto-repress flhDC 
transcription (class I off; class II on). Class II promoters direct the transcription of genes that are necessary for the structure 
and assembly of the hook–basal body (HBB) substructure. Upon HBB completion, late secretion substrates are exported 
from the cell and their cognate chaperones are released to regulate gene expression. FliT is an FlhD4C2 factor and prevents 
both FlhD4C2 auto-repression and the activation of class II promoters. The 28 transcription factor directs the transcription 
of class III promoters, which include the filament structural genes and the genes of the chemosensory pathway (class I on; 
class II off; and class III on). Activation of class I transcription would re-initiate the flagellar regulon for a new round of 
flagellar gene expression. As drawn, the FliK and FlhA proteins are meant to reside within the C ring. The stoichiometries 
of Fluke, FlhA, FlhB, FliO, FliP, FliQ and FliR within the C ring are not known.
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Some mysteries

1. How does cell know to transition from 
hook to flagella?

2. How does it control/measure length?



What powers the motor?



Introduction to Nerst equation,

electroosmotic effects, ion pumping





the two motors of the fully energized cell were measured for !40
s, and then sodium azide (a respiratory poison) or carbonylcya-
nide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP, an uncoupler) was
added to the surrounding medium (Fig. 2a, arrow). After a delay,
the cell gradually ran out of energy, and both motors slowed
down. The rotation speeds of the fast and slow motors of Fig. 2a
are plotted against one another in Fig. 2b. This plot shows that
the fast motor speed is proportional to the slow motor speed.
Because both motors run off the same pmf, this relationship is
insensitive to short-term variations in pmf, and because the
rotation speed of the slow motor is known to be proportional to
pmf (2), the slow motor speed (lower x axis) can be rescaled to
show the pmf of the cell (upper x axis), thus generating the
speed–pmf plot for the fast motor. Here we assume that the fully
energized cell has a pmf of !150 mV (7).

Data were collected from a number of cells over a wide range
of speeds and at two different temperatures, as shown in Fig. 3.
Raw data for individual cells are plotted in Fig. 3 a and c, and

cumulative displays are shown in Fig. 3 b and d. The regression
lines for individual cells all pass close to the origin. The
cumulative displays were constructed from data from individual
cells by rescaling the slow-speed axes (effectively scaling the
frictional drag coefficient of the cell body) to match slopes. The
fast-speed axes were not rescaled, so they still reflect the actual
speeds of the latex beads. These plots are accurately fit with
regression lines constrained to pass through the origin, thus
demonstrating the proportionality between the rotation rates of
the paired motors at all speeds.

The torque generated by the motor falls gradually from a
maximum at stall to !90% of that value at a transition region
called the ‘‘knee,’’ and then it falls more rapidly, reaching zero
at the ‘‘zero-torque speed.’’ With a fully energized motor at
24.0°C, the knee and the zero-torque speed occur at !180 and
!380 Hz, respectively, whereas at 16.2°C, the knee and the
zero-torque speed occur at !80 and !180 Hz , respectively (3).
Therefore, from the maximum fast motor speeds indicated in
Fig. 3 a and c, we can tell whether the load was light enough to
put the operating point in the high-speed regime. Because the
knee speed is substantially lower at lower temperatures, the
high-speed regime was easier to reach at 16.2°C than at 24.0°C.
At 24.0°C, the initial speeds ranged from 80 to 270 Hz, from well
below to well above the knee, whereas at 16.2°C they ranged

Fig. 1. (a) Flagella of a single bacterium were tethered to a glass coverslip
and to a small, 0.4-!m-diameter latex bead, respectively. One flagellum
rotated slowly because of the large viscous load of the entire bacterium. The
other rotated rapidly because of the small viscous load of the latex bead. (b)
The rotation speeds of both flagella were monitored simultaneously by
aligning the image with a pinhole in front of a photomultiplier tube. As the
bead and cell rotated past the pinhole, they generated a signal that contained
both the low- and high-frequency components of the compound movement.
(c) The power spectrum of this signal taken from a 5-s window revealed the
two rotation rates (!5 and !75 Hz, respectively). The rotation axis of the
tether for the body of this cell was off center, so that whereas the long end of
the cell spanned the full width of the pinhole, the short end did not. This
asymmetry generated a low-amplitude peak at twice the rotation frequency
(at !10 Hz), which was ignored. The power at !5 Hz is off scale on the plot
shown here.

Fig. 2. (a) Data for two motors on the same bacterium at 24.0°C are shown.
The fully energized bacterium was monitored for !40 s, and then sodium
azide (187 !M) was added (arrow). The cell gradually deenergized. Black
points represent the speed of the latex bead (scale on the left), and gray points
represent the speed of the cell body (scale on the right). (b) The data from a
are plotted with fast motor speed vs. slow motor speed. Because the slow
motor speed (lower x axis) is proportional to pmf, it can be rescaled to give the
pmf of the cell (upper x axis). The regression line was constrained to pass
through the origin.
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The speed of the flagellar rotary motor of Escherichia
coli varies linearly with protonmotive force
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A protonmotive force (pmf) across the cell’s inner membrane
powers the flagellar rotary motor of Escherichia coli. Speed is
known to be proportional to pmf when viscous loads are heavy.
Here we show that speed also is proportional to pmf when viscous
loads are light. Two motors on the same bacterium were monitored
as the cell was slowly deenergized. The first motor rotated the
entire cell body (a heavy load), while the second motor rotated a
small latex bead (a light load). The first motor rotated slowly and
provided a measure of the cell’s pmf. The second motor rotated
rapidly and was compared with the first, to give the speed–pmf
relation for light loads. Experiments were done at 24.0°C and
16.2°C, with initial speeds indicating operation well into the
high-speed, low-torque regime. Speed was found to be propor-
tional to pmf over the entire (accessible) dynamic range (0–270 Hz).
If the passage of a fixed number of protons carries the motor
through each revolution, i.e., if the motor is tightly coupled, a
linear speed–pmf relation is expected close to stall, where the work
done against the viscous load matches the energy dissipated in
proton flow. A linear relation is expected at high speeds if proton
translocation is rate-limiting and involves multiple steps, a model
that also applies to simple proton channels. The present work
shows that a linear relation is true more generally, providing an
additional constraint on possible motor mechanisms.

bacteria ! energetics ! molecular motors ! motility

The flagellar rotary motor of an Escherichia coli bacterium
couples proton flux across the inner cell membrane to motor

rotation. Protons move down an electrochemical gradient
through specific MotA"B protein complexes anchored to the cell
wall. As a result, these complexes, known as torque-generating
units, step along the rotor, causing it to rotate. At heavy viscous
loads and low speeds, motor torque is approximately constant
(and efficiencies are high), whereas at light viscous loads and
high speeds, motor torque declines rapidly (and efficiencies
become small). For a review of motor structure and function, see
ref. 1. Fung and Berg (2) found that when the motor operates in
the low-speed regime near stall (!10 Hz), its speed is propor-
tional to the voltage applied across the inner cell membrane. The
experiments reported here extend these measurements well into
the motor’s high-speed regime. In this regime, the speed–
protonmotive force (pmf) relation will depend explicitly on the
mechanochemical cycle of the motor; therefore, its character-
ization puts new restrictions on possible motor mechanisms.

Methods
Cells of E. coli strain KAF95, a strain with sticky filaments that
rotate exclusively counterclockwise (3), were inoculated from
frozen stocks, grown in Luria broth [1% tryptone (Difco)"0.5%
yeast extract (Difco)"0.5% NaCl] at 30°C until mid-exponential
phase, and then sheared by using syringes with 26-gauge needles
connected by 0.58-mm i.d. polyethylene tubing, producing cells
with short f lagellar stubs. These cells were tethered by allowing
the culture to settle onto an ethanol-rinsed glass coverslip within
a flow cell (4). Temperature was controlled to within "0.1°C by
a Peltier system similar to that described previously (5) and

checked with a small thermocouple. After #20 min, growth
medium and loose cells were flushed from the system with
motility medium [10 mM potassium phosphate"0.1 mM
EDTA"1 mM L-methionine"0.05% (vol/vol) lactic acid, pH 7.0].
Latex beads (0.4-!m diameter, #0.5% solids in motility medium;
Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN) then were introduced and
allowed to settle onto the tethered cells for 5–10 min before
being flushed out. Usually, each preparation contained a few
candidate cells, with one flagellum tethered to the coverslip and
another to a latex bead. Cells with irregular body rotation,
presumably due to intermittent sticking between the cell body
and glass coverslip, were easily identified by eye and excluded.
It was more difficult to avoid poorly rotating beads, because their
high rates of rotation did not allow for immediate identification
of intermittent sticking. Such beads showed wildly varying and
inconsistent responses to changes in pmf. The addition of small
amounts of neutral detergents reduced the occurrence of such
events, and cleaning the flow cell with ethanol between exper-
iments eliminated the problem. Suitable cells were imaged onto
a pinhole in front of a photomultiplier tube with a $40 phase-
contrast objective (6), and the output was band-pass filtered,
recorded, and analyzed by using LABVIEW (National Instru-
ments, Austin, TX). Sodium azide (175–250 !M) or carbonyl-
cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP, 5–7.5 !M) was in-
troduced for 30–60 s. After a delay of 1–2 min, the cells gradually
slowed down, stopping 5–10 min later. Power spectra were
computed for successive 5-s intervals. The low-frequency peak
was large, so it could be found automatically by identifying the
point of maximum power over the full spectrum. The high-
frequency peak was smaller, but it could be found automatically
by identifying the point of maximum power above a threshold set
at a frequency #20–50 Hz below the high-frequency peak.
Sometimes, noise peaks of lower frequency were picked instead,
generating points that clustered near the threshold. These were
edited out by hand.

Results
The motor’s speed–pmf relation was measured by comparing two
motors on the same bacterium, one operating at low speed and
the other at high speed. One flagellar filament was tethered to
a glass coverslip and the other was tethered to a 0.4-!m-diameter
latex bead, as shown in Fig. 1a. The motor driving the first
filament rotates the entire cell body and thus operates under
heavy load. The motor driving the second filament rotates the
bead and thus operates under light load. The rotation rates of
both motors were monitored simultaneously by aligning the
phase-contrast image of the rotating cell with a pinhole in front
of a photomultiplier tube (6), giving signals of the sort shown in
Fig. 1b. Power-spectral analysis of these signals gave peaks
corresponding to both rates (Fig. 1c).

Each cell was monitored over the course of 5–15 min, with
results of the sort shown in Fig. 2a. The initial rotation rates of

Abbreviation: pmf, protonmotive force.
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entire cell body (a heavy load), while the second motor rotated a
small latex bead (a light load). The first motor rotated slowly and
provided a measure of the cell’s pmf. The second motor rotated
rapidly and was compared with the first, to give the speed–pmf
relation for light loads. Experiments were done at 24.0°C and
16.2°C, with initial speeds indicating operation well into the
high-speed, low-torque regime. Speed was found to be propor-
tional to pmf over the entire (accessible) dynamic range (0–270 Hz).
If the passage of a fixed number of protons carries the motor
through each revolution, i.e., if the motor is tightly coupled, a
linear speed–pmf relation is expected close to stall, where the work
done against the viscous load matches the energy dissipated in
proton flow. A linear relation is expected at high speeds if proton
translocation is rate-limiting and involves multiple steps, a model
that also applies to simple proton channels. The present work
shows that a linear relation is true more generally, providing an
additional constraint on possible motor mechanisms.
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The flagellar rotary motor of an Escherichia coli bacterium
couples proton flux across the inner cell membrane to motor

rotation. Protons move down an electrochemical gradient
through specific MotA"B protein complexes anchored to the cell
wall. As a result, these complexes, known as torque-generating
units, step along the rotor, causing it to rotate. At heavy viscous
loads and low speeds, motor torque is approximately constant
(and efficiencies are high), whereas at light viscous loads and
high speeds, motor torque declines rapidly (and efficiencies
become small). For a review of motor structure and function, see
ref. 1. Fung and Berg (2) found that when the motor operates in
the low-speed regime near stall (!10 Hz), its speed is propor-
tional to the voltage applied across the inner cell membrane. The
experiments reported here extend these measurements well into
the motor’s high-speed regime. In this regime, the speed–
protonmotive force (pmf) relation will depend explicitly on the
mechanochemical cycle of the motor; therefore, its character-
ization puts new restrictions on possible motor mechanisms.

Methods
Cells of E. coli strain KAF95, a strain with sticky filaments that
rotate exclusively counterclockwise (3), were inoculated from
frozen stocks, grown in Luria broth [1% tryptone (Difco)"0.5%
yeast extract (Difco)"0.5% NaCl] at 30°C until mid-exponential
phase, and then sheared by using syringes with 26-gauge needles
connected by 0.58-mm i.d. polyethylene tubing, producing cells
with short f lagellar stubs. These cells were tethered by allowing
the culture to settle onto an ethanol-rinsed glass coverslip within
a flow cell (4). Temperature was controlled to within "0.1°C by
a Peltier system similar to that described previously (5) and

checked with a small thermocouple. After #20 min, growth
medium and loose cells were flushed from the system with
motility medium [10 mM potassium phosphate"0.1 mM
EDTA"1 mM L-methionine"0.05% (vol/vol) lactic acid, pH 7.0].
Latex beads (0.4-!m diameter, #0.5% solids in motility medium;
Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN) then were introduced and
allowed to settle onto the tethered cells for 5–10 min before
being flushed out. Usually, each preparation contained a few
candidate cells, with one flagellum tethered to the coverslip and
another to a latex bead. Cells with irregular body rotation,
presumably due to intermittent sticking between the cell body
and glass coverslip, were easily identified by eye and excluded.
It was more difficult to avoid poorly rotating beads, because their
high rates of rotation did not allow for immediate identification
of intermittent sticking. Such beads showed wildly varying and
inconsistent responses to changes in pmf. The addition of small
amounts of neutral detergents reduced the occurrence of such
events, and cleaning the flow cell with ethanol between exper-
iments eliminated the problem. Suitable cells were imaged onto
a pinhole in front of a photomultiplier tube with a $40 phase-
contrast objective (6), and the output was band-pass filtered,
recorded, and analyzed by using LABVIEW (National Instru-
ments, Austin, TX). Sodium azide (175–250 !M) or carbonyl-
cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP, 5–7.5 !M) was in-
troduced for 30–60 s. After a delay of 1–2 min, the cells gradually
slowed down, stopping 5–10 min later. Power spectra were
computed for successive 5-s intervals. The low-frequency peak
was large, so it could be found automatically by identifying the
point of maximum power over the full spectrum. The high-
frequency peak was smaller, but it could be found automatically
by identifying the point of maximum power above a threshold set
at a frequency #20–50 Hz below the high-frequency peak.
Sometimes, noise peaks of lower frequency were picked instead,
generating points that clustered near the threshold. These were
edited out by hand.

Results
The motor’s speed–pmf relation was measured by comparing two
motors on the same bacterium, one operating at low speed and
the other at high speed. One flagellar filament was tethered to
a glass coverslip and the other was tethered to a 0.4-!m-diameter
latex bead, as shown in Fig. 1a. The motor driving the first
filament rotates the entire cell body and thus operates under
heavy load. The motor driving the second filament rotates the
bead and thus operates under light load. The rotation rates of
both motors were monitored simultaneously by aligning the
phase-contrast image of the rotating cell with a pinhole in front
of a photomultiplier tube (6), giving signals of the sort shown in
Fig. 1b. Power-spectral analysis of these signals gave peaks
corresponding to both rates (Fig. 1c).

Each cell was monitored over the course of 5–15 min, with
results of the sort shown in Fig. 2a. The initial rotation rates of
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from 80 to 150 Hz, mostly above the knee. In all cases, the
rotation rates of the two motors on each cell were proportional
to one another, thus extending the results of Fung and Berg (2)
and indicating that the motor’s speed is proportional to pmf in
both its low- and high-speed regimes.

The reason that we could probe motor response over such a
wide range of initial speeds is that the frictional drag coefficients
for beads attached to flagellar stubs vary appreciably with stub
geometry and with bead rotational eccentricity. The frictional
drag coefficients for tethered cells vary, in turn, with cell size and
tethering geometry. Frictional drag coefficients, f, are propor-
tional to viscosity, !, and to a geometrical factor, for example,
for a sphere of radius a rotating about its center, f ! 8"!a3. At
low Reynolds number, the torque required to spin an inert object
at angular velocity # is proportional to its frictional drag
coefficient, N ! f#. On a torque–speed plot, this relationship
appears as a load line of slope f.

Discussion
In tightly coupled models of the bacterial f lagellar motor, the
proton flux through MotA!B complexes is strictly proportional
to the rate of rotation. At low speeds, near stall, such models
operate close to thermodynamic equilibrium, at unit efficiency
(8). For each revolution, the work done equals the energy
dissipated: 2"N ! ne"p, where n is the number of protons per
revolution, e is the charge on a proton, and "p is the pmf.
Therefore, the torque is independent of temperature and pro-
portional to pmf, as observed experimentally (2, 5). At high
speeds, above the knee in the torque–speed curve, the motor
runs far from equilibrium, and its efficiency drops. Our mea-
surements show that, for a given viscous load, the motor’s
rotation rate remains proportional to the cell’s pmf regardless of
speed. They do not, however, discern between the electrical and
chemical components of the pmf (which are initially about "$ !
#115 mV and #59"pH ! 35 mV respectively, given an external
pH of 7.0 and a cytoplasmic pH of 7.6) (9, 10). Experiments
varying the external pH of the cell and, thus, the magnitude of
chemical and electrical potentials across the membrane demon-
strate a similar minimal effect on motor speed at both high and
low loads (11). In both regimes, the motor apparently responds
to the entire pmf rather than either component, thus making the
pmf dependence the essential measurement. However, this is not
the case if the internal pH is lowered substantially (12).

If speed is proportional to pmf along a given load line, then
# ! %( f )"p, where %( f ) is a constant that depends on the
frictional drag coefficient, f. Because N ! f#, we have N !
f%( f )"p. This results in a linear scaling of the torque–speed
curve with pmf, as shown in Fig. 4. The motor runs at the speed
at which the load line intersects the torque–speed curve, i.e., at
a speed at which the torque required to spin the load is balanced
by the torque generated by the motor. As pmf decreases, the
speeds or torques observed along two load lines remain in
proportion to one another. For example, for load lines f1 and f3
(Fig. 4), the ratios #1!#3 ! %( f1)!%( f3) and N1!N3 ! f1%( f1)!
f3%( f3) do not depend on "p. This result is possible only if the
torque–speed curve retains its shape as it shifts with pmf. A
tightly coupled motor (i.e., with the number of protons per
revolution, n, constant) will maintain constant efficiency along
any given load line. As noted above, the energy output of such
a motor is 2"N per revolution, and the energy input is ne"p.
Therefore, for any given load line, efficiency equals energy
output divided by energy input, or 2"N!ne"p ! 2"f%( f )"p!
ne"p ! 2"f%( f )!ne, which is independent of "p. A tightly
coupled motor also has a constant resistance along any given
load line. The current, i, through the motor is proportional to the
rotation rate #: i ! ne#!2". So i ! ne%( f )"p!2" ! "p!R, where
R ! 2"!ne%( f ) is the motor’s resistance, which is constant for
any given f.

Fig. 3. (a)Data fromfivebacteriaat24.0°Cwereplottedonthesamegraphand
marked with different symbols (with the data for the cell of Fig. 2 shown as filled
circles). The regression lines were not constrained. The initial speeds of the cell
bodies were 2.7, 4.7, 1.8, 3.1, and 2.8 Hz, and the initial speeds of the beads were
80, 175, 201, 233, and 271 Hz, respectively. (b) Data from the bacteria in a were
plotted cumulatively by scaling the slow-speed axis to match slopes; see the text.
The regression line was constrained to pass through the origin. (c) Data from six
bacteria at 16.2°C were plotted on the same graph and marked with different
symbols. The regression lines were not constrained. The initial speeds of the cell
bodies were 5.0, 4.6, 2.6, 1.5, 2.8, and 3.2 Hz, and the initial speeds of the beads
were 83, 110, 121, 130, 136, and 151 Hz, respectively. (d) Data from the bacteria
in c were plotted cumulatively by scaling the slow-speed axis to match slopes. The
regression line was constrained to pass through the origin.
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Why are slopes different for different cells?
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A protonmotive force (pmf) across the cell’s inner membrane
powers the flagellar rotary motor of Escherichia coli. Speed is
known to be proportional to pmf when viscous loads are heavy.
Here we show that speed also is proportional to pmf when viscous
loads are light. Two motors on the same bacterium were monitored
as the cell was slowly deenergized. The first motor rotated the
entire cell body (a heavy load), while the second motor rotated a
small latex bead (a light load). The first motor rotated slowly and
provided a measure of the cell’s pmf. The second motor rotated
rapidly and was compared with the first, to give the speed–pmf
relation for light loads. Experiments were done at 24.0°C and
16.2°C, with initial speeds indicating operation well into the
high-speed, low-torque regime. Speed was found to be propor-
tional to pmf over the entire (accessible) dynamic range (0–270 Hz).
If the passage of a fixed number of protons carries the motor
through each revolution, i.e., if the motor is tightly coupled, a
linear speed–pmf relation is expected close to stall, where the work
done against the viscous load matches the energy dissipated in
proton flow. A linear relation is expected at high speeds if proton
translocation is rate-limiting and involves multiple steps, a model
that also applies to simple proton channels. The present work
shows that a linear relation is true more generally, providing an
additional constraint on possible motor mechanisms.
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rotation. Protons move down an electrochemical gradient
through specific MotA"B protein complexes anchored to the cell
wall. As a result, these complexes, known as torque-generating
units, step along the rotor, causing it to rotate. At heavy viscous
loads and low speeds, motor torque is approximately constant
(and efficiencies are high), whereas at light viscous loads and
high speeds, motor torque declines rapidly (and efficiencies
become small). For a review of motor structure and function, see
ref. 1. Fung and Berg (2) found that when the motor operates in
the low-speed regime near stall (!10 Hz), its speed is propor-
tional to the voltage applied across the inner cell membrane. The
experiments reported here extend these measurements well into
the motor’s high-speed regime. In this regime, the speed–
protonmotive force (pmf) relation will depend explicitly on the
mechanochemical cycle of the motor; therefore, its character-
ization puts new restrictions on possible motor mechanisms.

Methods
Cells of E. coli strain KAF95, a strain with sticky filaments that
rotate exclusively counterclockwise (3), were inoculated from
frozen stocks, grown in Luria broth [1% tryptone (Difco)"0.5%
yeast extract (Difco)"0.5% NaCl] at 30°C until mid-exponential
phase, and then sheared by using syringes with 26-gauge needles
connected by 0.58-mm i.d. polyethylene tubing, producing cells
with short f lagellar stubs. These cells were tethered by allowing
the culture to settle onto an ethanol-rinsed glass coverslip within
a flow cell (4). Temperature was controlled to within "0.1°C by
a Peltier system similar to that described previously (5) and

checked with a small thermocouple. After #20 min, growth
medium and loose cells were flushed from the system with
motility medium [10 mM potassium phosphate"0.1 mM
EDTA"1 mM L-methionine"0.05% (vol/vol) lactic acid, pH 7.0].
Latex beads (0.4-!m diameter, #0.5% solids in motility medium;
Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN) then were introduced and
allowed to settle onto the tethered cells for 5–10 min before
being flushed out. Usually, each preparation contained a few
candidate cells, with one flagellum tethered to the coverslip and
another to a latex bead. Cells with irregular body rotation,
presumably due to intermittent sticking between the cell body
and glass coverslip, were easily identified by eye and excluded.
It was more difficult to avoid poorly rotating beads, because their
high rates of rotation did not allow for immediate identification
of intermittent sticking. Such beads showed wildly varying and
inconsistent responses to changes in pmf. The addition of small
amounts of neutral detergents reduced the occurrence of such
events, and cleaning the flow cell with ethanol between exper-
iments eliminated the problem. Suitable cells were imaged onto
a pinhole in front of a photomultiplier tube with a $40 phase-
contrast objective (6), and the output was band-pass filtered,
recorded, and analyzed by using LABVIEW (National Instru-
ments, Austin, TX). Sodium azide (175–250 !M) or carbonyl-
cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP, 5–7.5 !M) was in-
troduced for 30–60 s. After a delay of 1–2 min, the cells gradually
slowed down, stopping 5–10 min later. Power spectra were
computed for successive 5-s intervals. The low-frequency peak
was large, so it could be found automatically by identifying the
point of maximum power over the full spectrum. The high-
frequency peak was smaller, but it could be found automatically
by identifying the point of maximum power above a threshold set
at a frequency #20–50 Hz below the high-frequency peak.
Sometimes, noise peaks of lower frequency were picked instead,
generating points that clustered near the threshold. These were
edited out by hand.

Results
The motor’s speed–pmf relation was measured by comparing two
motors on the same bacterium, one operating at low speed and
the other at high speed. One flagellar filament was tethered to
a glass coverslip and the other was tethered to a 0.4-!m-diameter
latex bead, as shown in Fig. 1a. The motor driving the first
filament rotates the entire cell body and thus operates under
heavy load. The motor driving the second filament rotates the
bead and thus operates under light load. The rotation rates of
both motors were monitored simultaneously by aligning the
phase-contrast image of the rotating cell with a pinhole in front
of a photomultiplier tube (6), giving signals of the sort shown in
Fig. 1b. Power-spectral analysis of these signals gave peaks
corresponding to both rates (Fig. 1c).

Each cell was monitored over the course of 5–15 min, with
results of the sort shown in Fig. 2a. The initial rotation rates of
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Here we show that speed also is proportional to pmf when viscous
loads are light. Two motors on the same bacterium were monitored
as the cell was slowly deenergized. The first motor rotated the
entire cell body (a heavy load), while the second motor rotated a
small latex bead (a light load). The first motor rotated slowly and
provided a measure of the cell’s pmf. The second motor rotated
rapidly and was compared with the first, to give the speed–pmf
relation for light loads. Experiments were done at 24.0°C and
16.2°C, with initial speeds indicating operation well into the
high-speed, low-torque regime. Speed was found to be propor-
tional to pmf over the entire (accessible) dynamic range (0–270 Hz).
If the passage of a fixed number of protons carries the motor
through each revolution, i.e., if the motor is tightly coupled, a
linear speed–pmf relation is expected close to stall, where the work
done against the viscous load matches the energy dissipated in
proton flow. A linear relation is expected at high speeds if proton
translocation is rate-limiting and involves multiple steps, a model
that also applies to simple proton channels. The present work
shows that a linear relation is true more generally, providing an
additional constraint on possible motor mechanisms.

bacteria ! energetics ! molecular motors ! motility

The flagellar rotary motor of an Escherichia coli bacterium
couples proton flux across the inner cell membrane to motor

rotation. Protons move down an electrochemical gradient
through specific MotA"B protein complexes anchored to the cell
wall. As a result, these complexes, known as torque-generating
units, step along the rotor, causing it to rotate. At heavy viscous
loads and low speeds, motor torque is approximately constant
(and efficiencies are high), whereas at light viscous loads and
high speeds, motor torque declines rapidly (and efficiencies
become small). For a review of motor structure and function, see
ref. 1. Fung and Berg (2) found that when the motor operates in
the low-speed regime near stall (!10 Hz), its speed is propor-
tional to the voltage applied across the inner cell membrane. The
experiments reported here extend these measurements well into
the motor’s high-speed regime. In this regime, the speed–
protonmotive force (pmf) relation will depend explicitly on the
mechanochemical cycle of the motor; therefore, its character-
ization puts new restrictions on possible motor mechanisms.

Methods
Cells of E. coli strain KAF95, a strain with sticky filaments that
rotate exclusively counterclockwise (3), were inoculated from
frozen stocks, grown in Luria broth [1% tryptone (Difco)"0.5%
yeast extract (Difco)"0.5% NaCl] at 30°C until mid-exponential
phase, and then sheared by using syringes with 26-gauge needles
connected by 0.58-mm i.d. polyethylene tubing, producing cells
with short f lagellar stubs. These cells were tethered by allowing
the culture to settle onto an ethanol-rinsed glass coverslip within
a flow cell (4). Temperature was controlled to within "0.1°C by
a Peltier system similar to that described previously (5) and

checked with a small thermocouple. After #20 min, growth
medium and loose cells were flushed from the system with
motility medium [10 mM potassium phosphate"0.1 mM
EDTA"1 mM L-methionine"0.05% (vol/vol) lactic acid, pH 7.0].
Latex beads (0.4-!m diameter, #0.5% solids in motility medium;
Bangs Laboratories, Fishers, IN) then were introduced and
allowed to settle onto the tethered cells for 5–10 min before
being flushed out. Usually, each preparation contained a few
candidate cells, with one flagellum tethered to the coverslip and
another to a latex bead. Cells with irregular body rotation,
presumably due to intermittent sticking between the cell body
and glass coverslip, were easily identified by eye and excluded.
It was more difficult to avoid poorly rotating beads, because their
high rates of rotation did not allow for immediate identification
of intermittent sticking. Such beads showed wildly varying and
inconsistent responses to changes in pmf. The addition of small
amounts of neutral detergents reduced the occurrence of such
events, and cleaning the flow cell with ethanol between exper-
iments eliminated the problem. Suitable cells were imaged onto
a pinhole in front of a photomultiplier tube with a $40 phase-
contrast objective (6), and the output was band-pass filtered,
recorded, and analyzed by using LABVIEW (National Instru-
ments, Austin, TX). Sodium azide (175–250 !M) or carbonyl-
cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP, 5–7.5 !M) was in-
troduced for 30–60 s. After a delay of 1–2 min, the cells gradually
slowed down, stopping 5–10 min later. Power spectra were
computed for successive 5-s intervals. The low-frequency peak
was large, so it could be found automatically by identifying the
point of maximum power over the full spectrum. The high-
frequency peak was smaller, but it could be found automatically
by identifying the point of maximum power above a threshold set
at a frequency #20–50 Hz below the high-frequency peak.
Sometimes, noise peaks of lower frequency were picked instead,
generating points that clustered near the threshold. These were
edited out by hand.

Results
The motor’s speed–pmf relation was measured by comparing two
motors on the same bacterium, one operating at low speed and
the other at high speed. One flagellar filament was tethered to
a glass coverslip and the other was tethered to a 0.4-!m-diameter
latex bead, as shown in Fig. 1a. The motor driving the first
filament rotates the entire cell body and thus operates under
heavy load. The motor driving the second filament rotates the
bead and thus operates under light load. The rotation rates of
both motors were monitored simultaneously by aligning the
phase-contrast image of the rotating cell with a pinhole in front
of a photomultiplier tube (6), giving signals of the sort shown in
Fig. 1b. Power-spectral analysis of these signals gave peaks
corresponding to both rates (Fig. 1c).

Each cell was monitored over the course of 5–15 min, with
results of the sort shown in Fig. 2a. The initial rotation rates of
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from 80 to 150 Hz, mostly above the knee. In all cases, the
rotation rates of the two motors on each cell were proportional
to one another, thus extending the results of Fung and Berg (2)
and indicating that the motor’s speed is proportional to pmf in
both its low- and high-speed regimes.

The reason that we could probe motor response over such a
wide range of initial speeds is that the frictional drag coefficients
for beads attached to flagellar stubs vary appreciably with stub
geometry and with bead rotational eccentricity. The frictional
drag coefficients for tethered cells vary, in turn, with cell size and
tethering geometry. Frictional drag coefficients, f, are propor-
tional to viscosity, !, and to a geometrical factor, for example,
for a sphere of radius a rotating about its center, f ! 8"!a3. At
low Reynolds number, the torque required to spin an inert object
at angular velocity # is proportional to its frictional drag
coefficient, N ! f#. On a torque–speed plot, this relationship
appears as a load line of slope f.

Discussion
In tightly coupled models of the bacterial f lagellar motor, the
proton flux through MotA!B complexes is strictly proportional
to the rate of rotation. At low speeds, near stall, such models
operate close to thermodynamic equilibrium, at unit efficiency
(8). For each revolution, the work done equals the energy
dissipated: 2"N ! ne"p, where n is the number of protons per
revolution, e is the charge on a proton, and "p is the pmf.
Therefore, the torque is independent of temperature and pro-
portional to pmf, as observed experimentally (2, 5). At high
speeds, above the knee in the torque–speed curve, the motor
runs far from equilibrium, and its efficiency drops. Our mea-
surements show that, for a given viscous load, the motor’s
rotation rate remains proportional to the cell’s pmf regardless of
speed. They do not, however, discern between the electrical and
chemical components of the pmf (which are initially about "$ !
#115 mV and #59"pH ! 35 mV respectively, given an external
pH of 7.0 and a cytoplasmic pH of 7.6) (9, 10). Experiments
varying the external pH of the cell and, thus, the magnitude of
chemical and electrical potentials across the membrane demon-
strate a similar minimal effect on motor speed at both high and
low loads (11). In both regimes, the motor apparently responds
to the entire pmf rather than either component, thus making the
pmf dependence the essential measurement. However, this is not
the case if the internal pH is lowered substantially (12).

If speed is proportional to pmf along a given load line, then
# ! %( f )"p, where %( f ) is a constant that depends on the
frictional drag coefficient, f. Because N ! f#, we have N !
f%( f )"p. This results in a linear scaling of the torque–speed
curve with pmf, as shown in Fig. 4. The motor runs at the speed
at which the load line intersects the torque–speed curve, i.e., at
a speed at which the torque required to spin the load is balanced
by the torque generated by the motor. As pmf decreases, the
speeds or torques observed along two load lines remain in
proportion to one another. For example, for load lines f1 and f3
(Fig. 4), the ratios #1!#3 ! %( f1)!%( f3) and N1!N3 ! f1%( f1)!
f3%( f3) do not depend on "p. This result is possible only if the
torque–speed curve retains its shape as it shifts with pmf. A
tightly coupled motor (i.e., with the number of protons per
revolution, n, constant) will maintain constant efficiency along
any given load line. As noted above, the energy output of such
a motor is 2"N per revolution, and the energy input is ne"p.
Therefore, for any given load line, efficiency equals energy
output divided by energy input, or 2"N!ne"p ! 2"f%( f )"p!
ne"p ! 2"f%( f )!ne, which is independent of "p. A tightly
coupled motor also has a constant resistance along any given
load line. The current, i, through the motor is proportional to the
rotation rate #: i ! ne#!2". So i ! ne%( f )"p!2" ! "p!R, where
R ! 2"!ne%( f ) is the motor’s resistance, which is constant for
any given f.

Fig. 3. (a)Data fromfivebacteriaat24.0°Cwereplottedonthesamegraphand
marked with different symbols (with the data for the cell of Fig. 2 shown as filled
circles). The regression lines were not constrained. The initial speeds of the cell
bodies were 2.7, 4.7, 1.8, 3.1, and 2.8 Hz, and the initial speeds of the beads were
80, 175, 201, 233, and 271 Hz, respectively. (b) Data from the bacteria in a were
plotted cumulatively by scaling the slow-speed axis to match slopes; see the text.
The regression line was constrained to pass through the origin. (c) Data from six
bacteria at 16.2°C were plotted on the same graph and marked with different
symbols. The regression lines were not constrained. The initial speeds of the cell
bodies were 5.0, 4.6, 2.6, 1.5, 2.8, and 3.2 Hz, and the initial speeds of the beads
were 83, 110, 121, 130, 136, and 151 Hz, respectively. (d) Data from the bacteria
in c were plotted cumulatively by scaling the slow-speed axis to match slopes. The
regression line was constrained to pass through the origin.
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from 80 to 150 Hz, mostly above the knee. In all cases, the
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to one another, thus extending the results of Fung and Berg (2)
and indicating that the motor’s speed is proportional to pmf in
both its low- and high-speed regimes.
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frictional drag coefficient, f. Because N ! f#, we have N !
f%( f )"p. This results in a linear scaling of the torque–speed
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How does the motor generate torque?



How  much torque are we talking about? 

2500-4500 pN-nM



MotB at a slight excess of wild-type levels and found that the torque increased by
about 20%. They also found that the torque for wild-type motors was only about 5
times that for a one-generator motor, whereas following complete resurrection, this
factor was about 8. So it is possible that the full complement of torque generators is
8, and the full complement of studs is 16, which yields 2 studs per torque generator.

Stepping

It is likely that the passage of each proton (or each proton pair) moves a torque
generator (a MotA/MotB complex) one step (one binding site) along the periph-
ery of the rotor, suddenly stretching the components that link that generator to the
rigid framework of the cell wall. As this linkage relaxes, a tethered cell should

Figure 4 Rotation speed of a tethered motA cell, E. coli strain MS5037(pDFB36),
following addition (at time 0) of the inducer IPTG (added in a minimal medium
containing glycerol, glucose, and essential amino acids). Filled circles indicate CW
rotation, open circles CCW rotation. The inset shows the mean rotation speed (plus
or minus the standard error of the mean) at each level (step of the staircase) as a
function of level number for this cell (closed circles) and for four additional cells
(open circles). (From Reference 192, Figure 1, reprinted with permission from the
American Association for Advancement of Science.)
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Direct observation of steps in rotation of the
bacterial flagellar motor
Yoshiyuki Sowa1*, Alexander D. Rowe2*, Mark C. Leake2, Toshiharu Yakushi3, Michio Homma3,
Akihiko Ishijima1,4 & Richard M. Berry2

The bacterial flagellar motor is a rotary molecular machine that
rotates the helical filaments that propel many species of swimming
bacteria1,2. The rotor is a set of rings up to 45 nm in diameter in the
cytoplasmic membrane3; the stator contains about ten torque-
generating units anchored to the cell wall at the perimeter of the
rotor4,5. The free-energy source for the motor is an inward-
directed electrochemical gradient of ions across the cytoplasmic
membrane, the protonmotive force or sodium-motive force for
H1-driven and Na1-driven motors, respectively. Here we demon-
strate a stepping motion of a Na1-driven chimaeric flagellar
motor in Escherichia coli6 at low sodium-motive force and with
controlled expression of a small number of torque-generating
units. We observe 26 steps per revolution, which is consistent with
the periodicity of the ring of FliG protein, the proposed site of
torque generation on the rotor7,8. Backwards steps despite the
absence of the flagellar switching protein CheY indicate a small
change in free energy per step, similar to that of a single ion
transit.
Direct observation of steps in ATP-driven molecular motors has

revealed much about the fundamental mechanisms of these protein
machines9–11. Steps characteristic of the ATP-driven F1 part of ATP
synthase have been observed when the whole enzyme is driven by ion
flow in the FO part12, but steps have never been seen in a purely ion-
driven molecular machine. Steps have not previously been resolved
in the flagellar motor13 because of its high speed14,15, the presence of
multiple stator units in a single motor4 and the small step size
predicted—either from structural data on rotor periodicity or from
mechanical data obtained by dividing the free energy of one ion
crossing the membrane by the torque that the motor generates. We
took several measures to overcome these factors. We detected
rotation by back-focal-plane (BFP) interferometry of 500-nm diam-
eter polystyrene beads attached to spontaneously sticky flagellar
filaments of E. coli, as described previously16, or by high-speed
video recording of 200-nm fluorescent beads attached in the same
way (Fig. 1b, c, inset). The structure and function of Hþ and Naþ

motors are similar, and functional chimaeras have been made
containing different mixtures of Hþ and Naþ motor components17.
We slowed motor rotation to the point at which steps could be
resolved by decreasing the sodium-motive force (SMF) in E. coli cells
containing Naþ-driven chimaeric motors (in which the Hþ-driven
stator proteins MotA and MotB are replaced by the Naþ-driven
PomA and the chimaeric fusion protein PotB, respectively6; Fig. 1a).
We decreased the SMF by a low external Naþ concentration in
experiments with BFP detection and by cumulative photodamage
in fluorescence experiments. We controlled the number of stator
units by inducible expression of stator proteins in a strain with

wild-type stator proteins deleted. We also deleted cheY and pilA to
avoid possible complications due to motor switching or sticking of
beads to cell bodies, respectively. We obtained rotation speed by
means of power spectra of the combined x and y signals16, and bead
angles by modelling the raw data as the projection of an oblique
circular orbit18.
Fast Naþ-dependent rotation and reduced speed when Liþ

replaced Naþ (data not shown) indicate that the chimaera behaves
as a typical Naþ motor15,19. For step experiments, we grew cells with
low inducer levels to produce fully energized motors with a small
initial number of stator units (typically three or four; Supplementary
Information). Reduction of the SMF, either by lowering the Naþ

concentration in BFP experiments (Supplementary Information) or
by photodamage in fluorescence experiments, led to a decrease in
both the number of stator units and the speed per unit. Figure 1b
shows the speed of a 500-nm bead in a typical BFP experiment. The
Naþ concentration was reduced from 5mM to 0.1mM for the
interval between the black arrows, during which the motor rotated
at about 1Hz. This cell rotated with four stator units when first
observed in 5mM Naþ, but this number was decreased to one by a
previous reduction of [Naþ] (data not shown). Discrete speed
increments identical to those occurring after the induced expression
of stator proteins16 were typical during recovery after the transient
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Figure 1 |Rotationmeasurements of chimaericNa1-driven flagellarmotors
in E. coli. a, Diagram of the Naþ-driven chimaeric flagellar motor.
Components derived from V. alginolyticus (stators; PomA, PotB) and E. coli
(PotB, rotor) are indicated in white and grey, respectively. b, Reducing SMF
andmotor speed by lowering the external Naþ concentration (from 5mM to
0.1mM and back; black arrows), with BFP detection (inset). c, Reducing
SMF and motor speed by photodamage, with fluorescent detection (inset,
lower).The speed doublings in b and c (red arrows; shown with expanded
scales in c, inset, top) indicate a change from one to two stators. Data
window lengths are 1 s (main figures) and 4 s (inset).
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removal of Naþ(Fig. 1b), indicating reversible inactivation of
stator units on disruption of the SMF. Similar phenomena have
been reported for Hþ-driven motors of E. coli20 and Rhodobacter
sphaeroides21. Figure 1c shows the speed of a 200-nm fluorescent bead
in a typical fluorescence experiment. We attribute periods of smooth
speed reduction to photodamage-induced reduction of the mem-
brane voltage22, and discrete speed changes (inset) to the consequent
reversible inactivation of stator units. Speed doublings such as those
in Fig. 1b, c were interpreted as a change from one to two stators.
However, faster speed fluctuations were common and we were not
always able to assign a definite stator number.
Figure 2a shows a sequence of images of a rotating 200-nm

fluorescent bead with calculated bead centres superimposed
(Methods). Figure 2b shows stepping rotation of 500-nm plain and
200-nm fluorescent beads attached to chimaeric flagellar motors.
The diameter of bead orbits (insets) is consistent with attachment to
a short flagellar filament stub. Steps were detected at speeds below 7
and 40Hz in BFP and fluorescence experiments, respectively, and
were not restricted to episodes with an estimated single stator unit.
Figure 3a shows expanded sections of the traces in Fig. 2b (more
examples are given in Supplementary Information), with the output
of a step-finding algorithm (Methods) superimposed. Backwards
steps were observed in both BFP and fluorescence experiments, with
higher probability at lower speeds. As the strain lacks the switch-
inducing protein CheY and never rotated backwards at high Naþ

concentration, backwards steps represent microscopic reversibility

rather than motor switching. Similar steps have been seen, although
less frequently, in ATP-driven molecular motors10,11. Figure 3b shows
several revolutions of a 200-nm bead, the histogram of all dwell
angles during those revolutions and the power spectrum of that
histogram. The peak at 26 per revolution in the spectrum corre-
sponds to steps of 13.88 and indicates that successive revolutions
show the same stopping angles.
We combined and analysed step data from different cells and both

experimental techniques. Figure 4a shows the step-size histogram for
all steps found. Assuming that larger steps are in fact unresolved
multiple steps, we fit the distribution as a sum of gaussian distri-
butions with means equal to integer multiples of step size, allowing
different sizes and variances for forward and backward fits. The fitted
step sizes are 13.78 (26 per revolution) and 210.38 (35 per revolu-
tion) for forward and backward steps, respectively. The difference
between step sizes may be due to reorientation of the rotation axis on
reversal, or it may be an artefact of measurement and analysis.
Figure 4b shows the sum of histogram power spectra, similar to
those of Fig. 3b, for all step data. Histograms of the levels between
steps found by the step algorithm were also made; the sum of their
power spectra is shown in the inset to Fig. 4b. The most striking peak
is at 26 per revolution, with others at 11, 16 and 23 per revolution.
After subdivision of the data, neither step size nor periodicity
depended on the individual cell, experimental method, angle,
estimated number of stator units or average speed of rotation.
Steppingmotion in ATP-drivenmolecularmotors reflects both the

discrete molecular nature of the fuel and the periodicity of the ‘track’
along which the motor runs9–12. Our observation of 26 steps per

Figure 2 | Stepping rotation. a, Selected frames at 21-ms intervals during
one rotation of a 200-nm fluorescent bead. Red and yellow dots mark the
calculated bead centre in the current and previous images respectively. Each
pixel is 80 nm square. b, Stepping rotation of flagellar motors with a range of
average speeds. Bead positions are shown in the insets (scales in
nanometres); bead angles are plotted against time in the main figure. Grey
lines indicate (360/26)8 in both main and inset figures. Blue and black traces
are from BFP and fluorescence experiments, respectively. Backwards and
forwards steps were observed at all speeds.

Figure 3 | Analysis of step size and periodicity. a, Selected sections of the
traces in Fig. 2b, with the output of a step-finding algorithm superimposed
(red). Blue and black traces are from BFP and fluorescence experiments,
respectively, as in Fig. 2b. The dominant step size is about 148. b, Plot of
angle against time during three revolutions of a 200-nm bead, a histogram of
dwell angles for the same revolutions and the power spectrum of that
histogram. The peak at 26 per revolution corresponds to a step size of 13.88,
and shows that the motor stops at the same angles on successive revolutions.
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along which the motor runs9–12. Our observation of 26 steps per

Figure 2 | Stepping rotation. a, Selected frames at 21-ms intervals during
one rotation of a 200-nm fluorescent bead. Red and yellow dots mark the
calculated bead centre in the current and previous images respectively. Each
pixel is 80 nm square. b, Stepping rotation of flagellar motors with a range of
average speeds. Bead positions are shown in the insets (scales in
nanometres); bead angles are plotted against time in the main figure. Grey
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are from BFP and fluorescence experiments, respectively. Backwards and
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Figure 3 | Analysis of step size and periodicity. a, Selected sections of the
traces in Fig. 2b, with the output of a step-finding algorithm superimposed
(red). Blue and black traces are from BFP and fluorescence experiments,
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The kinetic scheme of Fig. 5A becomes an ion-driven rotary
motor if we assume that transitions are tightly coupled to rotation.
This does not address the mechanical details of the coupling mech-
anism, but is a requirement if the motor is to run at high efficiency
in the plateau region and usually emerges as a prediction of more
detailed mechanical models (21, 22). Following and extending ref.
16, we parameterized the coupling mechanism as follows. Each
transition i is assumed to be tightly coupled to a rotation ϕi = βiϕ,
where ϕ = 2π /N is the angle that the motor rotates in each
mechanochemical cycle and Σ(βi)= 1.We setN= 37, on the basis
of the data illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that this is not equal to the

number of directly observable steps per revolution, 26, observed by
Sowa et al. (26). We return to the implications of this in Discus-
sion. Each stator performs mechanical work Wi = Γβiϕ in step i,
where Γ is the torque. Each transition i is further assumed to move
charges across the membrane potential, releasing an electrical
energy Ui = αiU, where U = qVm is the electrical energy released
by one ion crossing the membrane and Σ(αi) = 1 ensures one ion
transit per cycle. The motor mechanism can be represented by
plotting cumulative values of βi vs. αi (Fig. 5A, Right) (16), which
locates each state in a two-dimensional space representing the
mechanical and electrical coordinates (36). The reference state D

Fig. 5. (A) (Left) Kinetic model for themechano-electrochemical cycle of a stator in the bacterial flagellar motor. Steps 1 and 3 involve exchanges of ions between
the stator and periplasm and cytoplasm, respectively. Steps 2 and 4 represent the ion transition process and the stator relaxation process, respectively. Details are in
the text. (Right) Schematic representation of themotormechanism in the two-dimensional space definedby themechanical and electrical coordinates of themotor.
Black circles indicate the states corresponding to one arbitrary set of model parameters and red lines the transitions between them. (B) Normalized probability
histograms for each parameter from the 830 parameter sets that were found to be consistent with data. The green boundary encloses the 11 parameters that are
retained in the reduced three-state model. (C) Distributions of states (Upper) and average transitions (Lower) in the 830 parameter sets found. Each transition in
each parameter set is represented by a line with weight equal to the forward transition time at 1 mM [Na+], Vm = 140 mV, torque = 50 pN nm.
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explore specific models of circadian clocks (50) and the motor
protein myosin V (41), using sparse previously published datasets
to define relatively complicated cost functions. Theoretical cost
functions, rather than fits to experimental data, have also been
used (37). Our large torque–speed dataset allows a thorough ex-
ploration of a very general kinetic model, using a simple cost
function. Rather than presenting only the current best-fit param-
eter set, we have examined all of the possible sets that are con-
sistent with our data, providing quantitative estimates of the
likelihood of each type of solution.

Conclusion
The BFM offers insights into both molecular motors and transport
complexes. Compared with molecular motors driven by ATP hy-
drolysis, the BFM offers the additional possibility of continuous
variability of both the entropic (Δμ) and enthalpic (Vm) parts of the
driving free energy. Our kinetic model describes an alternating-ac-
cess ion transporter, except that ion transport is coupled to torque
and rotation rather than being free running or coupled to another
electrochemical process. Unlike other transport proteins, the output
of a single motor can be directly observed and manipulated
relatively easily, via flagellar rotation and variation of the load,
respectively. We speculate that some of the lessons we have
learned may be applicable to ion transporters in general, particu-
larly those that couple two different kinds of biological free energy.

Materials and Methods
SpeedMeasurementswith Polystyrene Beads. Cells of E. coli strain YS34 with the
flagellar switch-inducing protein CheY, pili protein PilA, and flagellar motor
stator proteins MotA and MotB deleted (ΔcheY, ΔpilA, ΔmotAmotB) and with
the flagellar filament protein FliC disrupted by transposon insertion (fliC::
Tn10) (26, 27) with plasmids pYS11 (fliC sticky filaments) and pYS13 (pomA-
potB7E) for inducible expression of chimeric sodium-driven stators in E. coli,
containing the proteins PomA and a specific PomB-MotB fusion protein,
PotB7E (25) by isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) were grown in
T-broth (1% tryptone, 0.5% NaCl) for 5 h at 30 °C from frozen stock containing
the appropriate antibiotics and inducers (IPTG, 2–30 μM). Stator proteins were
induced at different levels during the growth as described in ref. 28. Cells were
sheared to truncate flagella and then suspended in sodium motility buffer
(10 mM potassium phosphate, 85 mM NaCl, pH 7.0) at a density of 108 ml−1.

Cells were immobilized using polylysine and polystyrene beads (1.0–0.2 μm
diameter) attached to flagella, and speeds were measured using back-focal-
plane interferometry as described in ref. 28. Each speed was defined as the
largest peak in the power spectrum of the bead position signal from a
moving window 1-s long, with windows starting at 0.1-s intervals. All ex-
periments were performed at 23 °C.

The motor torque was calculated as Γ = (fb + ff)ω, where fb and ff are rota-
tional frictional drag coefficients of the bead and the filament stub, respectively,
and ω is the angular velocity. fb and ff were estimated as described in ref. 12.

Speed Measurements with Gold Beads. E. coli strain YS34 carrying pYS13 (26)
was grown in T-brothwith 25 μg/mLChloramphenicol and 10–17 μMIPTGat 30 °C
for 5 h. Cells were washed three times with motility medium. One-hundred-
nanometer gold beads (EM.GC100; BBInternational) were attached to the hook
of the flagellar motor via antihook antibody as described in ref. 17 with minor
modifications. Cells were attached onto the polylysine-coated coverslip of the
tunnel slide and gold beads were imaged onto the face of a quadrant photo-
diode, using laser dark-field microscopy (32), and sampled at 4 kHz. Motor speed
was obtained from bead position as described for polystyrene beads.

Determining Single-Stator Speeds. Single-stator speeds were determined as
described in ref. 28. In each SMF condition, five different bead sizes were used
to measure the rotation. Smaller (200 and 350 nm) and larger (500, 750, and
1,000 nm) beads were monitored using laser wavelengths of 632 nm and 1,064
nm, respectively. Beads were selected that showed clean circular orbits in (x, y),
indicating minimal surface interaction. Motors were selected for inclusion in
speed histograms by the following criteria: (i) orbit radius <200 nm, indicating
a short filament stub and thus reliable drag estimates; (ii) low noise in the
radial direction of the orbit, at all angles, indicating a well-defined bead at-
tachment; and (iii) narrow peaks in the speed histogram, indicating a stable
motor (single-motor speed histograms showing more than one peak were
rare, but were selected for Fig. 2). For larger beads and higher SMF, most

beads satisfied these criteria. For smaller beads and lower SMF, up to half
failed and were not included in further analysis. Thirty to 50 cells were selected
for each bead size and SMF condition. The single-stator speeds were taken as
the slowest peaks in multiple Gaussian fits to the resulting histograms.

Kinetic Model: Rate Constants. Detailed balance requires that the ratio of
transition rates between any two states n and m, corresponding to step i,
satisfies knm/kmn = exp[ΔGnm/kBT], where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T the
absolute temperature, and ΔGnm the free-energy difference between states. If
a forward step i releases electrical energy Ui = αi U and does work Wi = βi W,
thenwemaywrite ΔGnm = αi U− βi W + ΔG0

i , where ΔG0
i is intrinsic to the states

and is defined as the free-energy difference whenU =W= 0 and [Na+] = 1mM.
ki is the standard rate constant of step i, when U = W = ΔG0

i = 0 and [Na+] = 1
mM. Parameters λi, μi and νi partition the effects of Ui Wi and ΔGi respectively
between forward and backward transition rates. Rate constants involving Na+

binding are proportional to [Na+], introducing factors cin,out = [Na+] in,out/1 mM
in the relevant rate-constant equations

kDA ¼ k1coutexp
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Experimental estimates of U = qVm and cin follow from external pH and
[Na+]out as listed in Table S1 (28). The assumption of tight couplingwith torque
Γ gives W = Γϕ = 2πΓ/N, with N = 37 ions per step as discussed in the text.

Kinetic Model: Steady-State Solutions. The steady-state occupancy probabili-
ties satisfy the following equations:

dPA
dt

¼ kBA ·PB þ kDA ·PD −
!
kAD þ kAB

"
·PA ¼ 0

dPB
dt

¼ kAB · PA þ kCB · PC −
!
kBA þ kBC

"
·PB ¼ 0

dPC
dt

¼ kBC ·PB þ kDC ·PD −
!
kCB þ kCD

"
·PC ¼ 0

dPD
dt

¼ kAD · PA þ kCD ·PC −
!
kDA þ kDC

"
·PD ¼ 0:

From the solution of these four equations we can calculate the rate of the
mechano-electrochemical cycle as f = kAB PA− kBA PB and the rotation rate ω = fϕ.

Fitting Model Parameters to Data. The four-statemodel has 25 freeparameters,
precluding a deterministic search or mapping of the parameter space. We
adapted aMonte Carlo search strategy (38), using simplex optimization tofind
localminima starting from randomly generated points in parameter space.We
defined a cost function to determine the quality offit to experimental data for
each parameter set, both during and after the simplex optimization,

Err ¼∑X:

"#
Tsim   −   Texp

Texp

$2

þ
#
ωsim   −   ωexp

ωexp

$2
#

,

where the sum is over experimental data points with speed ωexp and torque
Texp, and (ωsim, Tsim) is the intersection of the corresponding load-line and
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explore specific models of circadian clocks (50) and the motor
protein myosin V (41), using sparse previously published datasets
to define relatively complicated cost functions. Theoretical cost
functions, rather than fits to experimental data, have also been
used (37). Our large torque–speed dataset allows a thorough ex-
ploration of a very general kinetic model, using a simple cost
function. Rather than presenting only the current best-fit param-
eter set, we have examined all of the possible sets that are con-
sistent with our data, providing quantitative estimates of the
likelihood of each type of solution.
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of a single motor can be directly observed and manipulated
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was obtained from bead position as described for polystyrene beads.
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nm, respectively. Beads were selected that showed clean circular orbits in (x, y),
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speed histograms by the following criteria: (i) orbit radius <200 nm, indicating
a short filament stub and thus reliable drag estimates; (ii) low noise in the
radial direction of the orbit, at all angles, indicating a well-defined bead at-
tachment; and (iii) narrow peaks in the speed histogram, indicating a stable
motor (single-motor speed histograms showing more than one peak were
rare, but were selected for Fig. 2). For larger beads and higher SMF, most

beads satisfied these criteria. For smaller beads and lower SMF, up to half
failed and were not included in further analysis. Thirty to 50 cells were selected
for each bead size and SMF condition. The single-stator speeds were taken as
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satisfies knm/kmn = exp[ΔGnm/kBT], where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T the
absolute temperature, and ΔGnm the free-energy difference between states. If
a forward step i releases electrical energy Ui = αi U and does work Wi = βi W,
thenwemaywrite ΔGnm = αi U− βi W + ΔG0

i , where ΔG0
i is intrinsic to the states

and is defined as the free-energy difference whenU =W= 0 and [Na+] = 1mM.
ki is the standard rate constant of step i, when U = W = ΔG0

i = 0 and [Na+] = 1
mM. Parameters λi, μi and νi partition the effects of Ui Wi and ΔGi respectively
between forward and backward transition rates. Rate constants involving Na+

binding are proportional to [Na+], introducing factors cin,out = [Na+] in,out/1 mM
in the relevant rate-constant equations

kDA ¼ k1coutexp

 
λ1α1U− μ1β1W þ ν1ΔG0

1

kBT

!

, 

kAD ¼ k1exp

 
ðλ1 − 1Þα1U− ðμ1 − 1Þβ1W þ ðν1 − 1ÞΔG0

1

kBT

!

kAB ¼ k2exp

 
λ2α2U− μ2β2W þ ν2ΔG0

2

kBT

!

, 

kBA ¼ k2exp

 
ðλ2 − 1Þα2U− ðμ2 − 1Þβ2W þ ðν2 − 1ÞΔG0

2

kBT

!

kBC ¼ k3exp

 
λ3α3U− μ3β3W þ ν3ΔG0

3

kBT

!

, 

kCB ¼ k3cinexp

 
ðλ3 − 1Þα3U− ðμ3 − 1Þβ3W þ ðν3 − 1ÞΔG0

3

kBT

!

kCD ¼ k4exp

 
λ4α4U− μ4β4W þ ν4ΔG0

4

kBT

!
, 

kDC ¼ k4exp

 
ðλ4 − 1Þα4U− ðμ4 − 1Þβ4W þ ðν4 − 1ÞΔG0

4

kBT

!

:

Experimental estimates of U = qVm and cin follow from external pH and
[Na+]out as listed in Table S1 (28). The assumption of tight couplingwith torque
Γ gives W = Γϕ = 2πΓ/N, with N = 37 ions per step as discussed in the text.

Kinetic Model: Steady-State Solutions. The steady-state occupancy probabili-
ties satisfy the following equations:

dPA
dt

¼ kBA ·PB þ kDA ·PD −
!
kAD þ kAB

"
·PA ¼ 0

dPB
dt

¼ kAB · PA þ kCB · PC −
!
kBA þ kBC

"
·PB ¼ 0

dPC
dt

¼ kBC ·PB þ kDC ·PD −
!
kCB þ kCD

"
·PC ¼ 0

dPD
dt

¼ kAD · PA þ kCD ·PC −
!
kDA þ kDC

"
·PD ¼ 0:

From the solution of these four equations we can calculate the rate of the
mechano-electrochemical cycle as f = kAB PA− kBA PB and the rotation rate ω = fϕ.

Fitting Model Parameters to Data. The four-statemodel has 25 freeparameters,
precluding a deterministic search or mapping of the parameter space. We
adapted aMonte Carlo search strategy (38), using simplex optimization tofind
localminima starting from randomly generated points in parameter space.We
defined a cost function to determine the quality offit to experimental data for
each parameter set, both during and after the simplex optimization,

Err ¼∑X:

"#
Tsim   −   Texp

Texp

$2

þ
#
ωsim   −   ωexp

ωexp

$2
#

,

where the sum is over experimental data points with speed ωexp and torque
Texp, and (ωsim, Tsim) is the intersection of the corresponding load-line and
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the ion channels, loose coupling between the rotational and
vertical movements of the stator, irregular arrangement of
FliGs around the rotor, or imperfect placement of stators by

electrostatic steering forces. This can be quite easily extended
within our mathematical framework by replacing the step
function associated with ion binding with a sigmoidal function.

A B

Fig. 4. Stator structure and coordinated motion between stator subunits. (A) Proposed arrangement of stator components as viewed from the periplasm. A
stator has four MotA helix bundles, each consisting of four α-helices. The four MotA subunits surround a pair of MotB helices. The ion channels associated
with the MotBs (shown in green) contain the Asp32 residues essential for proton binding. The stator is attached to the peptidoglycan via a linker region on
MotB. The power stroke is delivered to the rotor FliGs by the cytoplasmic loops between helices A2 and A3 in each MotA bundle (shown as solid bars). Loops 1
and 3 (highlighted in blue and red, respectively) are associated with the ion channels. Adapted from Braun et al. and Kim et al. (4, 5). (B) Due to the helical
structure of the MotA loops, we can make an analogy between their motion and that of a bundle of four gears. Our model proposes that loops 1 and 3
(shown in blue and red, respectively) drive CCW rotation via contact with FliG, whereas loops 2 and 4 drive CW rotation.

A B

Fig. 5. Dynamics of the rotor–stator interaction. (A) Mechanics of the power stroke. (Top) After the initial electrostatic steering, two protons bind to the
charged Asp32 residues on the MotBs. The consequent rearrangement of hydrogen bonds induces an elastic strain in the straight MotA loops. Release of this
strain results in synchronous kink and swivel motions about the proline hinge in both MotAs. As a result, a steric push is imposed on FliG, and the first half of
the power stroke is performed by loop 1. Importantly, this motion also has a vertical component—the loops lower themselves out of the membrane. (Bottom)
The lowering of the MotA loops exposes the protons in MotB to the cytoplasm, whereupon they are released. This results in a reset of the MotA loops, during
which loop 3 carries out the second half of the power stroke. We note that this image depicts a 2D projection of a 3D motion: The motion of the stators is not
constrained to the plane of the page. An observer sitting on the rotor axis sees the stator inchworm walking along the rotor using the FliGs as steppingstones.
(B) Energetics of the power stroke. Because the two loops move in phase with each other, their energetic pictures are identical. We describe the free-energy
landscapes using double-well Landau potentials. These landscapes are shown in blue for loop 1 and red for loop 3 with respect to the angles of the stator ϕ
and rotor θ. We model the stator and rotor interaction using a steric force. This ensures that their motion and the values of the corresponding angles are very
tightly tied to one another. The initial entrance of the proton into the ion channel (kon) places the system within kBT of the energy barrier. Thermal motions
then result in the first half of the power stroke (Top and Middle). Exit of the protons into the cytoplasm (koff) drives the reset, and the second half of the
power stroke (Middle and Bottom).
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(15). Given this, we propose that two MotA loops are re-
sponsible for the power stroke in one direction, whereas the
other two interact with the alternately oriented FliG to drive
rotation in the other direction. We suppose that loops 1 and 3
are responsible for CCW motion and loops 2 and 4 are re-
sponsible for CW motion, but note that this designation is ar-
bitrary. This mechanism predicts that the intrinsic mechanics for
power strokes in both directions are equivalent; this has been
observed experimentally (17).
We propose that an elementary step is composed of a pair of

power strokes, analogous to the mechanism of a two-cylinder
engine. Experiments on motors driven at extremely low speeds
may allow the direct observation of these substeps, in support of
our model. This can be done using chimeric sodium-driven fla-
gellar motors. As extremes in sodium concentration are tolerated
far more easily than extremes in pH, these chimeric motors can
be driven at very low sodium motive forces (SMFs). Thus far,
speeds as low as 10 Hz have been obtained (16).
A two-ion mechanism can either be in phase, in which the

energetic profiles of the two stator loops are identical, or out-of-
phase, in which their dynamics are offset by a half-cycle. In an
experiment using a slowly driven chimeric motor, measuring the
rate-limiting step between mechanical substeps can differentiate
between these two scenarios. For example, if slower ion binding
(e.g., by lowering IMF) extends the dwell time between half-
steps, the out-of-phase engine model is supported.
The mechanics of these two scenarios are equivalent within the

framework of our model. For this reason, we discuss only one of
these mechanisms in detail: the one in which the two stator loops
act in phase with each other (as shown in Fig. 5B). We choose this
alternative because the passage of two protons across a membrane

provides more energy, which contributes (along with the work
done by the MotA loops) to a more reliably directional process in
the presence of thermal noise. Interestingly, a single proton pas-
sage under standard conditions generates ∼ 6 kBT, slightly less
than the calculated length of “time’s arrow” (the energy barrier
required for a such a reliably directional process) (25).

Full Revolution Requires the Passing of at Least 52 Protons
Our model for torque generation assumes that the rotation of
the BFM is tightly coupled to the transmembrane ion gradient.
This means that each elementary power stroke is tied directly to
the passage of protons across the membrane. Given our prior
assumption of 26 elementary steps per revolution, our model
thus requires 52 protons for a full revolution. Previously, a lower
bound for the number of ions per full revolution was determined
by calculating the work done as hτi× 2π and equating it to the
free-energy n× IMF, where n is the number of ions per revo-
lution and IMF is the ion motive force, as before (3). The above
calculation resulted in an estimate of n= 37, lower than the 52
ions per revolution supposed by our model.
This discrepancy can be explained as follows. Although the

above is indeed a lower bound, a tighter bound can be computed.
The calculation of work as stated above suggests that the power
output per revolution is ~P= hτihωi. However, power is formally
calculated as P= hτ ·ωi, which differs from ~P by a covariance
term, covðτ,ωÞ. This follows from the fact that, for any two
stochastic processes X and Y, hXY i= hXihY i+ covðX ,Y Þ.
Note that the number of protons per revolution assumed by

our model is also a lower bound; that is, we have assumed that 52
working ions are required per revolution. Many factors can result
in the passing of more ions than predicted, including leakiness of

A

B C

Fig. 3. Ion binding onto Asp32 induces a kink and swivel conformational change (6). (A) Binding of a proton to Asp32 of MotB drives a rapid local re-
organization of hydrogen bonds (including those of water). In particular, we focus on the creation of a hydrogen bond between the side chain of MotB’s
Asp32 and the carbonyl group of MotA’s residue 169. Ion binding thus creates a local elastic strain in the MotA helix. The release of this strain leads to the
proposed conformational change in MotA about the Pro173 residue. Adapted from Kim et al. (5). (B) Upon ion binding, MotA undergoes a rapid confor-
mational change consisting of three motions: (i) a bending about Pro173 ϕ, (ii) a downward motion, zðϕÞ, and (iii) a rotation about its central axis. Inspired by
the work of Cordes et al. (6), we propose that this kink and swivel motion generates the power stroke. Importantly, we note that this figure is a 2D depiction
of a 3D process, with the motion of the loop extending out of the plane of the page. (C) Our envisioned motion of the contact point between a FliG and a
stator loop during the power stroke. The kink and swivel motion induces the contact point to follow a helical path on a cylinder of radius approximately equal
to the radius of the stator. For simplicity, we assume that the vertical motion is a function of the angle ϕ subtended by the stator loop. Therefore, we explicitly
model only the rotational motion ϕ of the stator loop.
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Additionally, the charges on the FliG and the stator loop also exert weak attractive forces on each other. These forces prevent the
drifting of the rotor with respect to the stator during the chemical transition events. Further discussion of these forces is included later in
Electrostatic Steering. In the above equations, we denote this term via the term −∂ψ

∂θR R; it detracts from the repulsive torque imposed by
the steric force of the stator.
The rotor and load are connected by a linear spring with constant κ; the elastic coupling terms in the equations for the rotor and the

load thus appear with opposite signs (in Eqs. S3 and S4, respectively). The elastic constant in the experiments can vary depending on
the length of the hook when attaching the bead. In some cases, the hook is very short or is stiffened by an antibody linker. This
corresponds to a large spring coefficient (34). An analysis of this model in the corresponding limit κ→∞ is provided in Approximation:
Model Without Spring.
For the computations in this manuscript, we have assumed that the stator is internally rigid—that is, the internal spring coefficient K is

very large. This leads to a tightly coupled motion between the rotation and the vertical motion of the stator (i.e., z= f ðϕSÞ), and allows
us to ignore the thermal fluctuations and the effect of the peptidoglycan springs. A soft connection between the stator and the
peptidoglycan layer was originally assumed to explain resurrection experiments showing that the zero-torque speed was independent of
stator number (36). However, recent reports that these low-load experiments were likely performed on motors with a single stator (2)
remove the need for the assumption of soft stator springs. Given this, we obtain the following reduced set of equations for the motion
of the stator, rotor, and load:

Stator : ζS
dϕS

dt
=−

∂GðϕS, jÞ
∂ϕS

ℓp
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Torque  from

Proline  hinge

−
∂VRS

∂ϕS|ffl{zffl}
Reaction

from  rotor

−
∂ψ
∂ϕS

ℓp
|fflffl{zfflffl}

Electrostatic

attraction

+
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBTζS

p
fnðtÞ

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Thermal  fluctuations

[S5]

Rotor : ζR
dθR
dt

=−
∂VRS

∂θR|ffl{zffl}
Torque

from  stator

−
∂ψ
∂θR

R
|fflffl{zfflffl}

Electrostatic

attraction

− κðθR − θLÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Spring  connection

to  load

+
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBTζR

p
fnðtÞ

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Thermal  fluctuations

[S6]

Load : ζL
dθL
dt

= κðθR − θLÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Spring  connection

to  rotor

+
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBTζL

p
fnðtÞ.

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Thermal  fluctuations

[S7]

We use Eqs. S5–S7 to obtain the majority of the results presented in the main text.

Simplified Deterministic Model
By taking an average over many trajectories, it is possible to generate a deterministic analog of the model presented above. Although
numerical simulations on the full stochastic model were used for the results in this manuscript, the below formulation is convenient
primarily for expository purposes. In particular, it admits explicit analytic solutions for many experimental situations. Before we
provide the numerical implementation of the full Langevin equations (Eqs. S5–S7), we use the following model to introduce several
important concepts.
The deterministic equations of motion can be obtained by time averaging Eqs. S5–S7 as

ζS
dϕS

dt
=Fpℓp −

hτi
R

ℓp [S8]

ζR
dθR
dt

= hτi− κðθR − θLÞ [S9]

ζL
dθL
dt

= κðθR − θLÞ. [S10]

Note that in addition to time averaging, we have neglected the electrostatic term for computational convenience, as it tends to be quite small
in value. Here, the average torque on the rotor hτi results from averaging the torque on the rotor as τcontact =−∂VRS=∂θR over many
trajectories. The return force then can be calculated by hτi=R, which is then multiplied by ℓp to calculate the return torque. The internal
torque of the proline hinge for a given IMF is Fpℓp =−∂G

∂ϕS
∝ IMF. The averaged equations do not contain a noise term because the terms

fnðtÞ are Gaussian with mean zero. In the following, we compute expressions for the average torque and speed during a single power stroke
of the motor from the above deterministic model.
Under the assumption that all active stators act in synchrony, Eq. S8 can be generalized to a motor with N stators as follows. An

analog of Eq. S8 now corresponds to the motion of the ith stator (i∈ 1,2, . . .N),

ζS
dϕi

S
dt

=Fpℓp −
hτii
R

ℓp, i∈ 1,2, . . . ,N. [S11]
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How does the motor switch directions?


